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Ecologies of Listening, Environmental Entanglements
Lecture and sound performance series
since 2019
In this durational performance and installation series, I investigate the practice and ecologies of
listening. I listen to myself, to the things that surround me, to the Earth and to the world – as a mode
of “inter-are” (S. Voegelin) and “being-with”(D. Haraway) the world and, consequently, as a method of dealing with the challenges connected to climate change and the change of our perception
of the world. Wandering between my personally felt mental climates of rage, hope and sadness, I
engage in real encounters with the things that are present in the space, paying attention to their specific
material qualities, stories, and resistances. Here, I explore the possibilities and conditions of co-existence
and co-creation by playfully creating acoustic “string figures” (D. Haraway) in a care-taking,
sometimes conflicting manner. These environmental entanglements, which make every process in life
a form ofco-mmunication, co-llaboration and co-mmunity, are part of us, of our movements and (inter-)
actions, of our perceptions and experiences, of our bodies and minds, and of our world(s).

Ecologies of Listening, Environmental Entanglements, Klimata #5, Collegium Hungaricum Berlin, 2019
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READY MAKING
On the object-based know-how and auditory
knowledge in sound performances
Artistic research and curatorial project with Steffi Weismann
since 2019
Within this artistic research-project and event series, Steffi Weismann and I invite guests to collectively
reflect upon the relevance of sounds and noises that come into being through sound-based actions
or practices (“klangpraktische Handlungen“, Elena Ungeheuer) with objects and materials in
performances from the fields of Performance Art, Sound Art, and Experimental Music. Furthermore,
we investigate the object-based know-how and auditory knowledge in sound performances: What
do we learn, remember and experience from the encounter with everyday objects when playfully exploring
their acoustic potential and listening to them? What agency do these things and material sounds
entail? How do we perceive time and space while making sounds with objects? READY MAKING moves
between the formats of exhibition/ listening space, performance, installative concert, lecture and
discussion, and is centred at Berlin Sound Art-space Errant Sound.

READY MAKING #1, Errant Sound Berlin, 2019
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READY MAKING #1, Sven-Ake Johansson, Anaïs Héraud-Louisadat (above), Errant Sound Berlin, 2019
READY MAKING #2, Burkhard Beins und Michael Vorfeld, Errant Sound, 2020

READY MAKING #2, Neo Hülcker, Anne Wellmer, Errant Sound, 2020
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Doing sounds with things
Lecture and sound performance series
since 2018
In my new research performance-series Doing sounds with things, I explore the possibilities of coexistence and co-creation, of being-with and inter-being with objects and materials through sound and
touch. I understand the present materials not as functional objects but as things and matter we livewith and that have their own agency and presence, their specific material qualities, stories and resistances.
In each performance I engage in real encounters, in a care-taking and maybe even conflicting
co-llaboration and co-mmunity-building with specific materials by carrying out matter-based, sonicspatial practices with them. In experimentally and playfully creating acoustic “string figures“, with
reference to Donna J. Haraway, I underline the generally multi- and intersensual and -sensory
process of human (inter-)action and perception, including one’s desires and imaginations, and
particularly highlight the relevance of sonic-tactile and listening practices, experiences and
knowledges in art and everyday life for our world-making and our being-with the world.

Quotes of performances by Esther Ferrer (above) and Anaïs Héraud-Louisadat (below)

Doing sounds with things #1, lecture and sound performance, Errant Sound, Berlin, 2018
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Hearing coexistence: On the spatiality of sound
and acoustic desires in objective encounters
Lecture and sound performance with Michael A. Conrad
2017
In this Lecture Performance, cultural theorist Michael A. Conrad and I reflect upon the object sounds, their
coming into being and spatial relevance in performances. Object sounds in performances are usually
considered a mere byproduct. Yet they can offer relevant acoustic experiences. Encounters with objects,
however, are restrained by conventions of usage and desires, and therefore do not always make
sounds relevant. The method of ‘acoustic toying’, as we understand it, encompasses experimental
actions and gestures on or with objects that create intended and not intended sound events relevant
within the performative environment. From a performer’s perspective, to make objects sound is based
on an inevitable tension between perceived acoustic affordances of objects and the unperceivable
full range of their potential. By applying acoustic toying as an explorative method, the performance
lecture intends to create acoustic environments of equal coexistence between subjects and objects
in terms of “temporary formation[s] of auditory events and their interaction, giving way to modes and
instances of inhabitation and cohabitation” (LaBelle). These formations will make their appearance as
entanglements of four subordinate spaces: the self-absorbed space of the object, the imaginative
spaces of performers and audience, the proxemic interspaces of actions, and the enfolding
architectural space. Consequently, the object appears as a material node of intersensual perception.
In what way does the perception of acoustic spatiality generated by an action with an object differ from
one generated by a gesture? Can acoustic toying then create an alternative perception of objects as
themselves in a way similar to John Cage’s demand that sounds should be themselves, even if they
are amplified?

Hearing coexistence, lecture and sound performance, Sounding Out, Spatiality of Sound-Conference,
DIT Dublin, 2017
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Eat Your Enemy
Lecture and sound performance series, installations and objects
since 2007
In my lecture and sound performance series Eat Your Enemy, I discuss the artist‘s work and the
economies and politics at play in the art field. Each part focuses on another aspect. In Eat Your Enemy
#4 I don‘t want to want, I refer to John Cage‘s lecture Composition as Process (1958), confronting
Cage‘s concept of ‘SILENCE‘ and his philosophy of being in the world through the mode of listening
- in peaceful co-existence with oneself, everyone and everything - with the actual labour of the
(performance) artist in the turbo-capitalist, neo-liberal era. Here, I explicitly discuss the invisible work of
artists as well as the need for new structures, self-organisation, collectivity, solidarity, and care among
artists and in the field of art, and explore the sounds of objects and the environment.

Eat Your Enemy #4 I don‘t want to want, Kunsthaus KuLe, Berlin, 2015
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Waiting For Cargo & Waiting For...
Lecture, sound and concert performances by Eisenächer/Harder CLAIMS
2006 - 2011
As feminist performance art duo Eisenächer/Harder CLAIMS, Janine Eisenächer and Joy Harder were
researching ethnological phenomena in relation to work and identity, and to strategies of
appropriation such as the Southern-Pacific Cargo Cults, the Haitian Vodou religion, and the Brazilian concept of
Antropofagia. Within their collaboration they developed two performance series on the subject of work with
an explicitly visible focus on gender-specific questions: Waiting For Cargo and Waiting For... During the
five years of their collaboration, they generated a pool of performance objects, various concepts, research
results, scientific lectures, photos, video and sound works, songs, and artistic actions which they
continuously developed and worked on. The role of sound in their performances became more and
more important throughout the years.

Waiting For... #1 Unforseen III, Kulturpalast Wedding, Berlin, 2010
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Waiting For Cargo #8, Studiobühne Ritterstraße, Berlin, 2008
On Money, 24Gauche, Espace Projet, Montreal, 2011
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Waiting For Cargo #9 The artist as indigenous. Don‘t call it work, Haus der Berliner Festspiele, Berlin, 2009
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